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\textbf{Abstract-} Field emission current measurements during the recovery voltage are investigated to understand the origin of restrikes in vacuum interrupters in case of the interruption of capacitive loads. Measurement and analysis of very small field emission currents \((0.01 - 1 \text{ mA})\) from the current zero crossing until the restrike are performed both in an experimental circuit as well as in a full-power test-circuits with commercially available vacuum circuit breakers \((\text{up to } 36 \text{kV \text{ rated voltage}})\). Furthermore, the influence of pre-arcing at contact closing under inrush currents in the range of some kA and kHz on the field emission characteristics after capacitive current switching is investigated. The number of making operations as well as the amplitude of the inrush current is varied. A clear relation between inrush current during closing and field emission current after interruption was established.

\section{I. INTRODUCTION}

 Interruption of capacitive loads results in an increased dielectric stress of interrupters. The amplitude of the recovery voltage is at least twice the system voltage. In cases where the interrupter is not able to withstand this stress, a restrike happens at voltage peak and the capacitive load can be charged to a multiple of the system voltage peak value \([1]\).

In contrast to the interruption of capacitive loads with comparatively low currents up to some hundred Amperes, the inrush making current by switching on an uncharged capacitor bank is about some kA up to several tens of kA in the ‘back-to-back’ switching situation. According to the IEC circuit breaker standard \([2]\) for back-to-back capacitive switching the amplitude of the inrush making current is \(20 \text{kA}\) and its frequency is \(4.25 \text{kHz}\).

During the making operation of the vacuum interrupter, the electrical field stress between the contacts rises as the gap spacing between the contacts decreases. At a certain gap spacing and a high enough field stress, the gap distance can no longer withstand the electrical stress and dielectric breakdown between the contacts occurs. From this moment until the first contacts touch, the inrush current flows through a vacuum arc (pre-arcing). During this time interval the contact surface melts locally due to the arc’s energy input to the contacts \([3]\). This can lead to contact welding after contact touch, which will be broken during the next contact opening. New micro-protrusions build up on the contact surface, which may result in a higher electrical field enhancement and therefore higher field emission current.

Field emission current measurements are performed immediately after current zero during the recovery voltage phase to understand the origin of restrikes in vacuum interrupters in case of capacitive load switching. The influence of the pre-arcing, the number of making operations and the amplitude of the inrush current on the contact surface condition is studied. This is done with the help of field emission current measurement after current interruption and calculation of the field enhancement factor and emitting area using the Fowler-Nordheim-Equation (FNE).

\section{II. TEST-CIRCUITS}

\subsection{A. Field Emission Current Measurement during Recovery Voltage}

Measurement of very small field emission currents after interruption of capacitive loads during recovery voltage is performed both in an experimental circuit in the high-voltage lab (set-up “a”) as well as in a full-power test-circuit (set-up “b”). The equivalent circuits of the both set-ups “a” and “b” are presented and explained in detail in \([4]\).

The field emission current is measured using a coaxial shunt resistor protected with gas arresters and anti-parallel power diodes. During high current flow (making and breaking currents) the diodes are conducting, therefore no current can flow through the measurement shunt and it is protected from high currents. Alternatively, to avoid measurement errors during recovery voltage the small field emission current (\(\mu\text{A}...\text{mA}\)) must flow only through the measurement shunt and not through the diodes. For this reason the voltage drop across the shunt must be lower than the diodes’ threshold voltage. To increase the maximum permissible voltage across the shunt and therefore the maximum measurable field emission current, in each anti-parallel branch three diodes are connected in series.

As the current through the interrupter during recovery...
voltage contains also a capacitive component due to the interrupter's stray capacitance, compensation of this current is necessary. Different on-line and off-line compensation methods for different applications are explained in detail in [4].

B. Closing of Vacuum Interrupter under Charged Capacitive Bank

Fig. 1 shows the test circuit. At the beginning the vacuum interrupter (test sample) is open. The capacitor bank $C_{m0}$ is charged to $U_l$. After closing the interrupter the capacitor $C_{m0}$ will discharge through the inductor $L_{m0}$ and the interrupter. During closing operation at the moment of pre-strike the inrush current starts to flow at a certain gap distance $d_0$ through the vacuum arc, resulting in pre-arcing until contact touch. The inrush current continues to flow, until it is damped to zero. Frequency and amplitude of the inrush current can be varied with varying capacitor $C_{m0}$, inductor $L_{m0}$ and charging voltage $U_l$. For an interrupter with $U_u=17.5$ kV and $C_{m0}=45 \mu F$, $L_{m0}=220 \mu H$ the amplitude and frequency of the inrush current are as follows (assuming pre-strike at voltage maximum):

$$i_{\text{inrush}} = 6 \, \text{kA}; \quad f = 1.6 \, \text{kHz}$$

Fig. 2 shows an oscillogram of the inrush current and gap spacing between the contacts. From the figure it is seen that in this example the vacuum arc pre-strikes at a gap distance of $d_0 = 2$ mm. The pre-arcing time $t_{pa} = t_1 - t_0$ is 1.6 ms. That means the inrush current flows for almost three cycles as a vacuum arc. Its amplitude is 6 kA in the first cycle. This leads to contact welding and consequently changes of the contact surface condition, field enhancement and field emission current during the next opening operation.

![Experimental set-up for closing the interrupter under charged capacitor bank. $C_{m0}$: capacitor bank, $R_L$: limiting resistance, RC: Rogowski coil](image1)

![Fig. 1. Experimental set-up for closing the interrupter under charged capacitor bank. $C_{m0}$: capacitor bank, $R_L$: limiting resistance, RC: Rogowski coil.](image2)

![Oscillogram of inrush current and contacts gap spacing](image3)

III. MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Field emission current

The measurements are performed on one phase of a vacuum circuit breaker with nominal voltage of $U_u=17.5$ kV and nominal gap distance of $d_0=8$ mm. Commercial interrupters as well as non-regular interrupters each having certain process modifications are used for the measurements. The maximum recovery voltage applied to the interrupter is 80 kV. The capacitive current can be varied between 20 A and 500 A. The amplitude of the inrush current is varied between 6 kA and 11 kA. The number of making operations is varied $n=1, 3$ and 5 times.

The measurement procedure for all the test samples is called “10×10-measurement”. It consists of ten test series. Each test series includes at first making operations under inrush current (n-times) and subsequently ten-times capacitive current interruption without inrush current. Fig. 3 shows one measurement example of a non-regular interrupter.

The measurement shown in Fig. 3a and 3b is done after one time ($n=1$) closing with inrush current of 6 kA amplitude. Afterwards a breaking current of 20 A flows through the interrupter for 80 ms. At first current zero after opening the breaker the arc is extinguished and the power frequency recovery voltage with the amplitude of $\sim 80$ kV is applied across the interrupter. It is seen that the measurement of field emission current is possible immediately at rising recovery voltage.

![Fig. 3. a) Measurement example of a non-regular interrupter with gap spacing of 8 mm. $i_{\text{e}}$: field emission current, $U_{\text{vac}}$: recovery voltage, $rs$: restrike. b) Zoom of “a”. c) Calculated surface parameters for 8 cycles after current zero until the restrike occurs.](image4)
In this example (Fig. 3) a restrike is observed after the eighth cycle of the voltage. The measurement of field emission current could be continued further even after the restrike. It is observed that the field emission current varies a lot (between some 100 μA and some mA) until the restrike occurs. Afterwards, the field emission current stays more or less constant. Fig. 3c shows the calculated surface parameters i.e. the field enhancement factor and the emitting area. These parameters are calculated according to FNE assuming a constant middle shield potential.

In the example shown in Fig. 3 the amplitude of the field emission current directly before the restrike is 1.2 mA. During the measurements it is observed that some restrikes happen after high field emission current. It is also sometimes observed that the field emission current increases continuously during recovery voltage until a restrike occurs. These kinds of restrikes seem to be related to field emission current. But there are also measurements in which a very small field emission current (ca. 100 μA) flows but nevertheless restrikes are observed.

From the 10×10-measurement on this non-regular interrupter 16 restrikes out of 100 operations are observed. One of these restrikes occurs during the first 10 ms. Fig. 4 shows the relative frequency of restrikes for certain ranges of the field emission current.

\[
\text{Relative frequency} = \frac{n_{rs}(i_e)}{n_{total}(i_e)}
\]  
(2)

where \(n_{rs}(i_e)\) is the number of restrikes in which a certain range of field emission current has flown before restrike occurs and \(n_{total}(i_e)\) is the total number of measurements from 100 for the same range of field emission current. Different ranges of the field emission current are shown in Fig. 4 on the x-axis.

It is seen from Fig. 4 that for this interrupter the probability of restrike is higher for field emission currents above 500 μA.

Fig. 5 shows the 10×10-measurement on a commercial vacuum interrupter. Each curve represents one test series including one making operation at 6 kA. Inrush current and subsequently 10 times capacitive field emission current. 10×10-measurements on non-regular interrupter with contact gap distance of 8 mm

It is observed, that for the same inrush current an even stronger conditioning effect. After only one single 500 A interruption the field emission current falls down to some 10 μA.

B. Impact of the Inrush Current

To study the impact of inrush making current on the field emission current during recovery phase and consequently on the contact surface condition and parameters (\(\beta\) and \(A_e\), the amplitude of the inrush currents as well as the number of making operations are varied and for each condition the 10×10-measurement is performed. The amplitude of the recovery voltage is 70 kV and the contact gap distance remains constant during the measurements.

Fig. 6 shows the field emission current average curves of 10×10-measurements for the following making operations:

A: \(i_{\text{break}} = 6\) kA; 1 making operation
B: \(i_{\text{break}} = 6\) kA; 3 making operations
C: \(i_{\text{break}} = 11\) kA; 1 making operation

Fig. 7 and 8 show the calculated average values of surface parameters \(\beta\) and \(A_e\) for the same conditions as of Fig. 6.

It is observed, that for the same inrush current amplitude but a different number of making operations the values of the field emission current after current interruption are almost the same (A and B). But in case
the inrush current is increased from 6 kA to 11 kA, an increase of approximately three times of the field emission current is observed (C). The same result is obvious in the surface parameters. Therefore, the higher the inrush current, the less dielectrically favorable is the contact surface condition after contact opening and, consequently, the higher is the field emission current.

The impact of the inrush current is also studied using full-power test-circuit at KEMA (see [4]). The measurements are done on a commercial circuit breaker with nominal voltage of 36 kV and nominal gap distance of 20 mm. The amplitude of the applied recovery voltage is ~ 80 kV. Here, two different inrush currents are compared:

D: \(i_{\text{inrush}} = 530 \, \text{A} ; f= 280 \, \text{Hz} \)

E: \(i_{\text{inrush}} = 20 \, \text{kA} ; f= 4.25 \, \text{kHz} \) (standard back to back)

The results show that in case “D” the field emission current after capacitive interruption is very low (some \(\mu\text{A}\)). In case “E” the amplitude of the field emission current even reaches some 100 \(\mu\text{A}\) although the gap distance is 20 mm (see measurement results in [4]). Of course amplitude and duration of the capacitive current have an influence on the value of the field emission current. The amplitude of the capacitive current in both cases (D and E) is 400 A. As it is explained in III-A the current flow during opening has a positive conditioning effect on the surface condition. It is observed that for shorter arcing time the conditioning effect of the breaking current is lower than for longer arcing time.

![Fig. 6. Average measured values of field emission currents for 10×10-measurements for cases A, B and C](image)

IV. CONCLUSION

The impact of the inrush making current on the field emission current during recovery after capacitive current interruption is studied in this work. It is observed that the amplitude of the inrush current has a large influence on the field emission current. In case of higher inrush making current higher field emission current is observed after current interruption.

The dependency of occurring of restrikes on the field emission current is studied as well. For the commercially available vacuum interrupters no restrikes are observed. For non-regular interrupters restrikes are observed more frequently after field emission current greater than 500 \(\mu\text{A}\). However some restrikes are also observed at lower field emission currents.

The likelihood of restrikes during capacitive switching is a proper figure to control the production quality of vacuum interrupters. Hence, by using this method the stability of the production process of vacuum interrupters can be evaluated.
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